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            You need original game files (demo is okay too) for EoSD.

Put font.ttf in your game directory, if you want text.



On non 1ghz units, --no-background option is by default checked. You can turn this off in the fancy zenity launcher.



PyTouhou is still young so:

- No main menu

- No bomb effects

- Game over and the game exits

- And maybe some other stuff.



B = Shoots

X = Skips dialogue

R Trigger = Bomb

L Trigger = Slowdown

Esc = Quits



--- Mon Jan  6 21:53:04 UTC 2014

Latest tip: Working text, optimized math and rendering



--- Sat Dec  7 22:16:04 UTC 2013

Latest tip: Catch text rendering exceptions, Short indices/vertexdata



--- Sat Dec  7 15:07:06 UTC 2013

Force SDL2 to grab keys to avoid conflicts with WM keybindings.
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Cloudef
27/10/2014 13:24 UTC
v0.0.541.1
I will update this when my pandora is fixed. There should be some performance improvements.

mmKALLL
14/01/2014 22:59 UTC
v0.0.541.1
Too bad I play on the Lunatic/Extra level, which is a bit past what my CC machine can handle.. But regardless, this is amazing. It just works so well! The launcher is really nifty too :)

Cloudef
11/12/2013 07:31 UTC
v0.0.526.1
@mmKALLL, difficulty, character, mode is chosen in launcher yes. On 1Ghz the game is smooth with occasional slowdowns. Lunatic mode being the worst offender. PyTouhou is still young though, and improvements will most likely come. And later maybe even Pandora specific rendering path.

mmKALLL
11/12/2013 02:07 UTC
v0.0.526.1
W-wow!! This seems amazing! I'm looking forward to updates with excitement! Does it run smoothly through the whole game? No main menu - does this mean that difficulty/character is chosen in the launcher, or..?

crosspoint
08/12/2013 21:35 UTC
v0.0.526.1
Unbelievable! Touhou 6 on Pandora! :) Well.. kind of ;)
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